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CD players and amplifiers?
OK: There is always a demand for
good products in each price class.
Not everyone is able or willing to
spend thousands of pounds for
their system, so yes this is still
attractive and we can offer our
customers extremely good value
for money here.
DP: ls
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the CD6OO5 dif ler lr onr

itspredecessor?
We didn't see any necessity

for

radical changes on this unit, so
feature-wise we kept it the same,
while sourcing a new CD mech,
which performs verywell and doing

additional component tuning in the
power supply and output stage.
We think it betters even its highly
awarded predecessor, but of
course, we have kept the overall
sound balance.
Why is there noSAGDplayback on
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Mainaudioboard
withseparate
analogueand
digitalchcuitry

@ Preamplifierand
volumecontrol

@ Fullyshielded

toroidaltrarcfiormer

@ Stand-byporuer
supply

@ Mainamplifier
stage

@ Fullyshielded

digitalinput section

thismodel?
ln this price class SACD playability is
not a realistic feature, if you take it

seriously. lt might be possible by
using a different mechanism, but you
will have to spend extra money on the
other sections such as the power
supply and output stage to achieve
decent quality, thus raising the
price. Also, it's not a highly requested
feature in this price class; the front
USB input is much more important.
How does the P M6OO5

dilf er f r ont

itspredecassor?
The percentage of non-packaged
media is increasing year by year and
sources such as media players or
PCs only offer limited audio quality
via analogue output. So our new
PM6005 recognises this, integrating
both optical and coaxial digital inputs
to its source options, followed by a
high-quality DAC and Marantz's own
HDAM amplifier modules. This is an
easy and effective way to significantly
improve the quality of your nonpackaged media playback. With its
CD6005 partner, it offers a nice tonal
balance over the full frequency range
spectrum, but the system does play

powerful, too.
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